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Abstract. The UBVRI CCD photometric data of open star cluster NGC 1513 are obtained with the 3.6-m
Indo-Belgian Devasthal optical telescope (DOT). Analyses of the GAIA EDR3 astrometric data have identified
106 possible cluster members. The mean proper motion of the cluster is estimated as µαCosδ = 1.29 ± 0.02 and
µδ = −3.74± 0.02 mas yr−1. Estimated values of reddening E(B−V) and distance to the NGC 1513 are 0.65±0.03
mag and 1.33±0.1 kpc respectively. An age of 225 ± 25 Myr is assigned to the cluster by comparing theoretical
isochrones with deep observed cluster sequence. Using observations taken with the 3.6-m DOT, values of distance
and age of the galactic globular cluster NGC 4147 are estimated as 18.2±0.2 Kpc and 14±2 Gyr respectively. The
optical observations of planetary transit around white dwarf WD1145+017 and K-band imaging of star-forming
region Sharpless Sh 2-61 demonstrate observing capability of 3.6-m DOT.
Optical and near-infrared observations of celestial objects and events are being carried out routinely with the 3.6-m
DOT. They indicate that the performance of the telescope is at par with those of other similar telescopes located
elsewhere in the world. We therefore state that this observing facility augurs well for multi-wavelength astronomy
including study of astrophysical jets.
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1. Introduction

The 3.6-m Indo-Belgian Devasthal optical telescope
(DOT) is located at the mountain peak (longitude =

79.◦7 E, latitude = 29.◦4 N, altitude = 2424±4 m) of Dev-
asthal (meaning ’abode of God’) in Nainital district of
Kumaun region, Uttarakhand. The location was identi-
fied after decades of detailed site survey using modern
instruments (Sagar et al. 2000; Stalin et al. 2001 and
references therein). The telescope and its performance
are described in details by Kumar et al. (2018); Omar
et al. (2017) and Sagar et al. (2019a, b, 2020).

Being a joint venture between India and Belgium,
the 3.6-m DOT was technically activated jointly by
premiers of both countries from Brussels, Belgium on
March 30, 2016. Since then, the telescope is used
routinely for carrying out optical and near-infrared
(NIR) observations of galactic and extra-galactic ce-
lestial objects as well as transient astronomical events
(Pandey et al. 2016, 2021; Kumar et al. 2020,
2021a,b, 2022; Aryan et al. 2021; Gupta et al. 2021,
2022a,b). Presently, there are 4 back-end instruments

at the 3.6-m DOT. Two of them namely 4K×4K CCD
Imager (Pandey et al. 2018; Kumar et al. 2022)
and ARIES Devasthal faint object spectorgraph Cam-
era (ADFOSC) (Omar et al. 2019a, b, c) are used for
optical observations while TIFR Near Infrared Imag-
ing Camera-II (TIRCAM2) and TIFR-ARIES Near In-
frared Spectrometer (TANSPEC) are used for NIR ob-
servations (Ojha et al. 2018; Baug et al. 2018). Both
optical and NIR observations taken with these instru-
ments have shown that angular resolutions and detec-
tion limits achieved with the telescope are at par with
similar telescopes located elsewhere in the globe (Sagar
et al. 2019a, b, 2020 and references therein).

In this paper, we present CCD Optical broad band
photometric and K band observations taken with the
3.6-m DOT. Star cluster NGC 1513 and NGC 4147 and
white dwarf WD145+07 were observed using CCD Im-
ager while TIRCAM2 was used for K band imaging of
star forming region SH 2-61. These observations and
multi-wavelength archival data are used to derive pre-
cise astrophysical parameters of the star clusters under
study. The outline of the paper is as follows. Sections
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2 to 5 are devoted on the open star cluster NGC 1513.
The optical observations of cluster NGC 4147; plan-
etary transits around WD1145+017 and deep K-band
imaging of a star forming region Sharpless Sh 2-61 are
discussed in sections 6, 7 and 8 respectively. The sum-
mary and conclusions are presented in the last section.

2. The open star cluster NGC 1513

The member stars in an open star clusters are loosely
concentrated and gravitationally bound to each other.
The GAIA EDR3 kinematical data are very important
to interrogate the motion of open star clusters. The
proper motion and parallax data are being frequently
used to identify the cluster members as they play very
crucial role in deriving the basic parameters of the clus-
ters (Yadav et al. 2008, 2013).

The open cluster NGC 1513 is located in Perseus
arm of the Milky way. Its equatorial and galactic coor-
dinates are α2000 = 04h09m98s, δ2000 = 49◦31′00′′ and
l=152◦.6, b=-1◦.57 respectively. This cluster is classi-
fied as II2m, a moderately rich cluster with little central
concentration by Trumpler (1930). Bronnikova (1958)
determined the proper motion and membership proba-
bility using photographic plates having an epoch differ-
ence of ∼ 55 years. Radius of the cluster is estimated to
be ∼ 7′ (see Table 1). Barkhatova & Dryakhlushina
(1960) and del Rio & Huestamendia (1988) investi-
gated the cluster by carrying out photographic and pho-
toelectic photometry of 49 and 116 stars respectively.
Frolov et al. (2002) studied this cluster astrometrically
and identified 33 probable members of the cluster. Us-
ing CCD BV data, cluster parameters have been deter-
mined by Maciejewski & Niedzielski (2007). All these
information are tabulated in Table 1. They indicate that
cluster age is ∼ 100 Myr while distance is ∼ 1.3 Kpc.

As evident from the above literature surveys and
Table 1, NGC 1513 lacks multi-wavelength deep
UBVRI CCD photometric study. Also, existing stud-
ies are mainly limited to V ∼ 16 mag and hampered
by field star contamination. A detailed photometric and
kinematical studies of this poorly studied intermediate
age star cluster NGC 1513 are carried out below by
combining present UBVRI CCD photometric data with
the GAIA EDR3 high precision proper motion data.

2.1 Observations and data reductions

NGC 1513 was observed in UBVRI photometric pass-
band on 2nd and 3rd November 2016 with the 3.6-m
DOT. Images were collected with 4K × 4K CCD cam-
era in 4×4 binning mode. At the f/9 Casssegrain focus
of the telescope, a 15 µm pixel size of the CCD camera
covers 0′′.1 on the sky and field-of-view of the cam-

Figure 1. V image of the cluster NGC 1513 taken with
3.6-m DOT. North is up and east is left.

era becomes 6′.5 × 6′.5. The gain and readout noise of
CCD is 5 e−1/ADU and 10 e−1 (Pandey et al. 2018;
Kumar et al. 2022) respectively. Log of observations
is listed in Table 2. Figure 1 shows the observed clus-
ter image in V filter. We adopted the standard proce-
dure for raw-data processing in the IRAF1 environment.
The DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR (Stetson 1987, 1992) soft-
ware was used to do the photometry. The photometry
was done on individual images. The instrumental mag-
nitudes were derived using quadratically varying Point
Spread Function (PSF). The magnitudes was aligned to
that of a deepest frame for each filter and the final cata-
logue was created including all the objects identified at
least in two filters.

The Landolt standard field PG0231 (Landolt 1992)
was observed to transfer the instrumental magnitudes
into standard values. For this, we used six standard
stars. Their range in brightness and colours are 12.77
≤ V ≤ 16.10 and −0.34 < (B − V) < 1.44 respectively.
The transformation equations obtained are as follows:

u=U+3.50±0.01 − (0.09±0.01)(U − B)+(0.49±0.02)X
b=B+1.66±0.01 − (0.09±0.01)(B − V)+(0.32±0.01)X
v=V+1.58±0.01 + (0.04±0.01)(B − V)+(0.21±0.01)X
r=R+1.51±0.01 + (0.09±0.01)(V − R)+(0.13±0.01)X
i=I+1.72±0.01 − (0.04±0.02)(V − I)+(0.08±0.01)X

1IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomical Obser-
vatory which are operated by the Association of Universities for
Research in Astronomy, under contract with the National Science
Foundation
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Table 1. Existing relevant studies of NGC 1513 are listed in chronological order. In the first column, studies based
on Photographic, Proper motion, Photoelectric and Charge coupled devices are abbreviated as PG, PM, PE and CCD
respectively. Letter t in column 6 denotes age (in years). Limiting magnitude of the study is denoted by Lm in column 7.
In the last column, Number 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 denote Bronnikova (1958), Barkhatova & Dryakhlushina (1960), del Rio &
Huestamendia (1988), Frolov et al. (2002) and Maciejewski & Niedzielski (2007) respectively.

Study pass bands Radius Distance E(B − V) log(t) Lm Reference
(arc-minute) (parsec) (mag) (mag)

PG, PM mpg mpg ∼ 14 1
PG photometry mpg, mV 7 860 mpg ∼ 16.5 2
PE, PG photometry UBV,RGU 7 1320 0.53 8.18 G ∼ 16.5 3
PM, CCD photometry BV 1320 0.67 8.4 V ∼ 16.5 4
CCD photometry BV 9.2 1320 0.76 7.4 V ∼ 19 5

Figure 2. Comparison of photometric U, B and V magni-
tudes. B and V CCD magnitudes are taken from Maciejewski
& Niedzielski (2007) while photoelectic U magnitudes are
taken from de Rio & Huestamendia (1988). The difference
in magnitudes (∆U, ∆B and ∆V) are the present minus
literature values.

where u, b, v, r and i are the aperture corrected in-
strumental magnitudes and U, B,V,R and I are standard
magnitudes whereas X is the air mass. For the atmo-
spheric extinction coefficients, we assumed the typical
values for Devasthal site (Kumar et al. 2022). The er-
rors in zero points and colour coefficients are ∼ 0.01
mag. The X and Y coordinates of the stars in the ob-
served region are converted to Right Ascension (RA)
and Declination (Dec) of J2000. To get the astrometric
solution, we used the SkyCat tool and Guide Star cata-
logue v2 (GSC-2). We considered 100 bright stars for
which we have both RA and DEC and the correspond-
ing pixel coordinates. By using the task CCMAP and
CCTRAN under IRAF, we converted the pixel coordi-
nates into RA and DEC of all the stars observed in the
field. The U, B,V,R and I magnitudes of all stars ob-
served in the region of NGC 1513 are listed in Table
3 along with RA, DEC and proper motion membership
probability.A sample of this table is given here while
full table is available online as well as from the corre-
sponding author.

Fig. 2 shows comparison of the present photometry
with B and V CCD data from Maciejewski & Niedziel-

Table 2. Log of optical observations of NGC 1513 are
given along with exposure times in each filter.

Date Exposure Time (in seconds) in filter
U B V R I

2 Nov 2016 300×2 300×6 300×2 300×6 10×2
3 Nov 2016 30×2 30×2 10×2 10×3

ski (2007) and photoelectric U data from de Rio &
Huestamendia (1988). We have cross identified the
photometric catalogues by assuming that stars are cor-
rectly matched if the difference in position is less than
1 arc-sec. In this way, we identified 103 common stars
in B and V and only 13 stars in U. The mean values of
difference between two photometries are −0.07 ± 0.06,
−0.07 ± 0.08 and −0.14 ± 0.08 mag in V , B, and U
filters respectively. This indicates that present magni-
tudes are in fair agreement with literature except for U
mag where the difference is large.

The left panel of Fig. 3 shows the internal errors in
U, B, V , R and I magnitudes derived from DAOPHOT
against V magnitude. The mean errors are ≤ 0.03 mag
at V ∼ 20th mag for B, V , R and I magnitudes while
they are ≤ 0.04 mag for U magnitude at V ∼ 18th mag.

3. Proper motion data of NGC 1513

The kinematical data of clusters are very useful for sep-
arating cluster members from field stars and also to
estimate the mean proper motion of the cluster. We,
therefore, downloaded the kinematical data from GAIA
EDR3 catalogue (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018)
within the radius of ∼ 10′ around the center of NGC
1513. It provides positions on the sky (α, δ), parallaxes
and proper motions (µαcosδ, µδ) with limiting magni-
tude of G = 21 mag. The error in parallax is ∼ 0.04
milli-arc-second (mas) for stars brighter than G ∼ 15
mag while for stars of G ∼ 17 mag, it is ∼ 0.1 mas. The
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Figure 3. (Left panel) DAOPHOT errors in U, B,V,R and I band against V magnitude. (Right panel) GAIA EDR 3 catalogue
proper motion µαCosδ and µδ with their errors against G mag.

Figure 4. Proper motion vector-point diagram (VPD) of
the stars in the region NGC 1513. The distributions of
cluster members and field stars are shown with arrows. Both
distributions are clearly visible in the VPD.

proper motions and their corresponding errors for the
cluster NGC 1513 are plotted against G magnitude in
the right panel of Fig 3. The errors in the correspond-
ing proper motion components are ∼ 0.05 mas/yr for
G ≤ 15 mag), ∼0.2 mas/yr for G ∼ 17 mag and ∼1.2
mas/yr for G ∼ 20 mag.

3.1 Mean proper motion

In Fig. 4, we show the vector-point diagram (VPD)
of stars located in the region of NGC 1513 using the
proper motion data in right accession (µαCosδ) and dec-
lination (µδ) directions. An inspection of the VPD ex-
hibits two groups of stars. Dense population of stars
shows the cluster members distribution while the scat-
tered distribution represents the field stars. To select
the probable cluster members, only stars located within
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Figure 5. The proper motion histogram in µαCosδ and µδ in
a bin of 0.1 mas/yr. The Gaussian function is fitted to the
histograms to the central bins.

a circle of 1 mas/yr radius shown in Fig. 4 are con-
sidered. The radius of the circle is chosen as the best
compromise between losing members with poor proper
motions, and including field stars.

To estimate mean proper motion of the cluster, we
plot histograms of the above selected cluster members
in both µαCosδ and µδ directions in Fig 5. The fitting of
Gaussian function to the histograms, provides the mean
proper motions as 1.286 ± 0.015 and −3.742 ± 0.016
mas/yr in µαcosδ and µδ respectively. These precise
estimates agree very well with the corresponding values
of 1.324±0.177 and −3.679±0.161 respectively derived
by Cantat-Gaudin et al. (2018) for this cluster.

3.2 Proper motion membership probability

The cluster membership probability of a star is deter-
mined following the method described by Balaguer-
Núñez et al. (1998). For this, first proper motion fre-
quency distributions of cluster stars (φνc) and field stars
(φνf ) are constructed by the equations given below:

φνc = 1

2π
√

(σ2
c+ε2

xi)(σ
2
c+ε2

yi)
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Table 3. A sample table of the catalogue for the open cluster NGC 1513. Full table is available electronically. The (X,Y)
pixel positions, RA and DEC sky coordinates and U, B,V,R and I CCD magnitudes with corresponding DAOPHOT errors
are listed in columns 2 to 15 while GAIA EDR3 proper motion membership probability (MP) is given in the last column.

ID X Y RA DEC U eU B eB V eV R eR I eI MP
(pixel) (pixel) J2000 J2000 (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag)

1 531.257 18.157 4:10:07.96 49:33:54.1 16.031 0.053 15.394 0.020 14.600 0.027 14.113 0.005 13.604 0.003 72
2 597.253 18.176 4:10:06.66 49:33:54.2 99.999 9.999 99.999 9.999 21.765 9.999 20.308 9.999 19.189 9.999 0
3 6.203 26.257 4:10:18.27 49:33:51.7 20.859 9.999 22.205 9.999 99.999 9.999 99.999 9.999 99.999 9.999 0
4 4.954 28.463 4:10:18.30 49:33:51.3 99.999 9.999 20.844 1.110 18.971 0.110 99.999 9.999 99.999 9.999 0
5 1441.349 30.289 4:09:50.08 49:33:53.0 20.072 0.093 18.779 0.013 17.036 0.003 16.021 0.007 15.028 0.017 0
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Figure 6. The (U − B) vs (B − V) colour-colour diagram
using the cluster members. The dotted line represents the
locus of Schmidt-Kaler (1982) ZAMS overplotted on the
observed stars.

× exp{− 1
2 [ (µxi−µxc)2

σ2
c+ε2

xi
+

(µyi−µyc)2

σ2
c+ε2

yi
]} and

φνf = 1

2π
√

(1−γ2)
√

(σ2
x f +ε

2
xi)(σ

2
y f +ε

2
yi)

× exp{− 1
2(1−γ2) [

(µxi−µx f )2

σ2
x f +ε

2
xi
−

2γ(µxi−µx f )(µyi−µy f )√
(σ2

x f +ε
2
xi)(σ

2
y f +ε

2
yi)

+
(µyi−µy f )2

σ2
y f +ε

2
yi

]}

where (µxi, µyi) are the proper motions of ith star,
while (εxi, εyi) are the corresponding proper motion er-
rors. (µxc, µyc) and (µx f , µy f ) represent the center of
the cluster and field proper motion distributions respec-
tively. For the cluster members, the intrinsic proper mo-
tion dispersion is denoted by σc, whereas σx f and σy f
exhibit the field intrinsic proper motion dispersion. The
correlation coefficient γ is calculated as:

γ =
(µxi−µx f )(µyi−µy f )

σx fσy f
.

To calculate φνc and φνf , we considered those stars
which have proper motion errors ≤ 1 mas yr−1. The
center of the cluster proper motion is considered as
mean proper motion derived in previous section. The
intrinsic proper motion dispersion for the cluster stars
(σc) could not be determined reliably using the present
proper motion data. Assuming a distance of 1.33 kpc
derived in the next section, and radial velocity disper-
sion 1 km/s for open clusters (Girard et al. 1989), the
expected dispersion in proper motion would be ∼ 0.15

mas yr−1. For field stars, we have (µx f , µy f ) = (0.5, -
1.3) mas yr−1 and (σx f , σy f ) = (1.7, 1.6) mas yr−1. The
nc and n f are the normalized number of cluster and field
stars respectively (i.e., nc+n f = 1), the total distribution
function can be calculated as:

φ = (nc × φνc) + (n f × φνf ),

Now, the membership probability (MP) for the ith star
is derived as:

Pµ(i) =
φc(i)
φ(i) .

The value of MP for each star is listed in Table 3
along with photometric and other relevant data.

Earlier, Frolov et al. (2002) determined proper mo-
tion of stars using the photographic plates. They con-
sidered the stars with proper motion error ≤ 2 mas/yr
for membership determination. There are 92 stars com-
mon between us and Frolov et al. (2002). We found 42
stars in Frolov et al. (2002) and 33 stars in our study
which have a MP of more than 50%. Because of the
better accuracy of proper motion data in GAIA EDR3
(≤ 1 mas/yr), the present estimate of MP is more reli-
able than the previous study. Out of 554 stars observed
in the region of NGC 1513, only 106 stars have MP ≥
50 %. All these stars have been considered as cluster
member and are used for estimating cluster parameter
in the following sections.

4. The parameters of the cluster NGC 1513

4.1 Reddening

To estimate the reddening towards the cluster region,
we plot (U−B) vs (B−V) colour-colour diagram of the
stars having membership probability more than 50% in
Fig. 6. The intrinsic ZAMS given by Schmidt-Kaler
(1982) is fitted by considering the slope of reddening
line as E(U − B)/E(B − V) = 0.72. Visual fitting of
ZAMS to the colour-colour diagram provides a redden-
ing value of E(B − V) = 0.65 ± 0.03 mag for the NGC
1513. Present estimate of reddening is very close to the
corresponding value 0.67 mag estimated by del Rio &
Huestamendia (1988).
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Figure 7. The V vs (U − B), V vs (B − V), V vs (V − R), and
V vs (V − I) colour-magnitude diagrams of the cluster based
on the stars having MP> 50%. The over plotted dotted,
short dash and long dash lines are the isochrones of log(age)
8.30, 8.35 and 8.40 with z = 0.019 taken from Girardi et al.
(2000).

4.2 Age and distance

The photometric colour-magnitude diagrams (CMD)
are used to estimate the age and distance of the cluster.
The detail shape and different features in the CMDs are
mainly depend on the age and metallicity of the clus-
ter. The CMDs of GAIA EDR3 proper motion clus-
ter members are shown in Fig. 7. It is the deepest
V, (U − B); V, (B − V); V, (V − R) and V, (V − I) CMDs
extending up to V ∼ 21 mag except in V, (U − B) CMD
where it is only up to V ∼ 19 mag. A well defined clus-
ter main-sequence is clearly visible in all the CMDs.
Two bright stars, identified as proper motion cluster
member by Frolov et al. (2002), but could not be ob-
served by us, are also plotted in Fig. 7. One giant star
has been saturated while the blue straggler is outside
from our observed field of view. Their photometric data
are borrowed from Frolov et al. (2002) and WEBDA
catalogue of open star cluster. One of them is red gi-
ant in helium burning stage of stellar evolution while
other one is possible blue straggler star. Another red
giant, observed by us, is also a proper motion cluster
member.

The age of the cluster is determined by fitting the
theoretical stellar evolutionary isochrones of Z = 0.019
taken from Girardi et al. (2000). The isochrones of
log(age)=8.30, 8.35 and 8.40 are over plotted with dot-
ted, short dash and long dash lines in all the CMDs.
The overall visual fits of isochrones in the CMDs are
satisfactory. The detailed shape of main-sequence and
turn-off are reproduced. The best fitting isochrone to
the main-sequence and turn-off provides an age of the
cluster as 225±25 Myr (log(t)=8.35). The present age
estimate is in good agreement with log(t)=8.4 derived
by Frolov et al. (2002). The inferred apparent distance

modulus (m−M) = 12.60± 0.15 mag provides a helio-
centric distance as 1.33±0.10 kpc which is very close
to the value of 1.32 Kpc derived by del Rio & Huesta-
mendia (1988).

5. The luminosity and mass function of NGC 1513

For reliable estimation of luminosity and mass function
of a star cluster, the first necessary step is to remove
the field star contamination from the sample of stars.
This has been done using proper motion MP derived in
section 3.2. Only stars with MP ≥ 50% are considered
as cluster members. In order to avoid errors introduced
due to data incompleteness, We have considered stars
V ≤ 19 mag only. The completeness is ∼ 100% at the
level of 19th mag (Fabricius et al. 2021).

To construct the luminosity function (LF), V/(V− I)
colour-magnitude has been used and the apparent V
magnitude is converted into the absolute magnitude
(Mv) using the distance modulus of the cluster. The his-
togram of brightness distribution i.e. LF is shown in Fig
8. The LF of the cluster rises until Mv = 1.5 mag and
then decreases. Based on the cluster parameters derived
in this study and theoretical models given by Girardi et
al. (2000), we have converted LF in to mass function
(MF) as shown in Fig 9. The MF slope is estimated us-
ing the relation logdN/dM = −(1+x)log(M)+ constant.
Here, dN represents the number of stars in a mass bin
dM with central mass M and x is the slope of the MF.
The MF slope derived in this analysis is x = 0.53±0.37.
Present estimate is very close to the value of 0.54±0.36,
derived by Maciejewski et al. (2007). However, Our
derived value is lower than the Salpeter (1955) value of
1.35 derived for field stars in the Solar neighbourhood.

6. The Galactic globular cluster NGC 4147

The globular star cluster NGC 4147 (α2000 =

12h10m6.2s; δ2000 = +18◦32′31′′; l = 253◦, b = +77◦)
is a halo object (Harris 2010). It is located near the
boundary between the third and fourth Galactic quad-
rants, and not far from the north Galactic pole. The
foreground reddening, E(B − V) = 0.02 mag, is very
small. This globular cluster is located at a distance of
17.3 kpc and 19.1 kpc from the Sun and the Galactic
center respectively. This indicates that the cluster is a
member of halo rather than disk population. The clus-
ter metallicity ([Fe/H] = -1.83) listed in Harris (2010)
catalogue is very low.
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Table 4. This is a sample table of the catalogue for the Galactic globular cluster NGC 4147. Full table is available
electronically. The (X,Y) pixel positions, RA, DEC sky coordinates and the B and R CCD magnitudes with corresponding
DAOPHOT errors are listed in columns 2 to 9 while the GAIA EDR3 proper motion MP is provided in last column. For most
of the stars fainter than V = 21 mag MP could not be estimated due to lack of proper motion data.

ID X Y RA DEC B eB R eR MP
(pixel) (pixel) J2000 J2000 (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag)

1 670.600 8.431 12:10:02.27 18:35:43.8 20.072 0.005 18.256 0.006 0
2 650.973 15.857 12:10:02.80 18:35:40.9 21.529 0.018 20.775 0.021 0
3 640.832 47.934 12:10:03.07 18:35:28.6 20.573 0.008 19.873 0.014 0
4 943.470 51.257 12:09:54.93 18:35:28.2 20.902 0.012 20.232 0.016 0
5 763.679 65.565 12:09:59.76 18:35:22.2 21.158 0.014 20.421 0.015 0
- - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -

Figure 8. The brightness distribution i.e. luminosity
function of the open cluster NGC 1513.

Figure 9. The mass function of the open cluster NGC 1513
derived using mass luminosity relation given by Girardi et al
(2000) models.

6.1 Optical observations of NGC 4147

The CCD images of the NGC 4147 were obtained
with the 3.6-m DOT in standard Bessel B and R filters
on 24th March 2017 using the CCD imager described
above in section 2.1. Several images of 600 sec were
taken in each B and R pass bands. Furthermore, obser-
vations were taken in 4×4 pixel binning mode and all
images in a filter were stacked together to improve the
signal to noise ratio (S/N) for relatively fainter stars.
The mean FWHM of the stars is 3.5 pixel (0.35 arc-
sec). The Bias and flat frames were acquired during
the observations. These calibration frames were used to
clean the science frames using the standard IRAF. The
DAOPHOT/ALLSTAR (Stetson 1987, 1992) package
was used to derive instrumental magnitudes. Quadrat-
ically varying PSFs were used to derive instrumental
magnitudes. They were converted to the standard sys-
tem using 375 Stetson standard stars present in the field
of NGC 4147 2. The B and R magnitudes of the stars
obtained in this way are listed in Table 4 along with
their pixel, RA and Dec coordinates. The mean error is
∼ 0.1 mag at 24th mag. The format of the data is shown
in table 4 while entire data table consisting 1825 stars
is available online. The data table can also be obtained
from the corresponding author.

6.2 The colour-magnitude diagram of NGC 4147

The B, (B − R) CMD of NGC 4147 is shown in Fig.
10. All the stars observed in B and R filter having an
error better than 0.1 mag are shown in the figure. The
main-sequence, giant branch and horizontal branch are
clearly visible in the CMD. The main-sequence extends
upto ∼ 24 mag towards the fainter end.

In order to estimate age and distance of the clus-
ter, we identified GAIA EDR3 proper motion cluster

2https://www.canfar.net/storage/vault/list/STETSON/Standards
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Figure 10. The B, (B−R) CMD of the globular cluster NGC
4147 using the data obtained with the 4K4×4K CCD Imager
mounted at the axail port of the 3.6-m DOT on 24-03-2017.

members using procedure described above in Section
3.2. The (µxc, µyc) = (-1.7, -2.1) mas yr−1 have been
estimated from stars having proper motion error ≤ 1
mas yr−1. The proper motion dispersion has been cal-
culated as 0.03 mas yr−1 by considering a distance of
18.2 kpc derived in this section, and radial velocity dis-
persion 2.84 km/s taken from Baurgardt et al. (2018).
For field stars, we have (µx f , µy f ) = (-1.9, -2.2) mas
yr−1 and (σx f , σy f ) = (1.6, 1.7) mas yr−1.

The age and distance of the cluster are estimated
by visual fitting of the theoretical stellar evolutionary
isochrone provided by Hidalgo et al. (2018) to the
CMD. The B, (B − R) CMD of 236 stars having MP ≥
50% is plotted in Fig. 11. We could, therefore, plot
only stars with V ≤ 21 mag. We superimposed the
isochrone of age 14 Gyr with metallicity Z = 0.0003 in
Fig. 11. The fitting of isochrone is done with distance
modulus (m − M) = 16.35 mag and E(B − R) = 0.02
mag. The estimated distance modulus provides a he-
liocentric distance of the cluster as 18.2 kpc which is
identical to the value of 18.2 kpc derived by Baumgardt
et al (2018).

Optical identification of AstroSat discovered
sources was one of the prime goals of the 3.6-m DOT
and the 4K×4K CCD Imager (Sagar 2018, Pandey et
al.2018, Kumar et al. 2022). Recently, Kumar et al.
(2021) identified several AstroSat-UVIT sources in the
field of NGC 4147. These objects are located in differ-
ent stages of stellar evolution in the UV-optical CMDs
showing properties of blue horizontal branch stars, blue
straggler star and variable stars. While Lata et al.
(2019) have discovered several different types of vari-
ables within core region of the NGC 4147 using opti-
cal observations taken with the 4K×4K CCD imager

Figure 11. The B, (B − R) CMD of the globular cluster
NGC 4147 using the stars having Mp ≥ 50%. The solid
line shown in the diagram is a 14 Gyr isochrone taken from
BaSTI (Hidalgo et al. 2018) for Z = 0.0003.
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Figure 12. V and R band light-curves of the star number
V24 in Table 2 by Lata et al. (2019). It is numbered as HB24
in Table 4 of Kumar R. et al. (2021).

mounted on the 3.6-m DOT. However, only one ob-
ject, located at RA = 182.527222 & DEC = 18.55061
(J2000), is common between these two studies. This
far-UV identification of an optical source within half
light radius of the NGC 4147 shows properties of a RR
Lyrae type of variables/eclipsing binary. The optical
light curve of this common object is also shown in Fig
12.

7. Optical monitoring of white dwarf WD1145+017

The transiting behaviour of the dusty debris clouds
orbiting around white dwarf WD 1145+017 was dis-
covered by Kepler K2 mission (Vanderburg & Rap-
paport 2018). Recent observations of WD 1145+017
are recently studied by Xu et al. 2018 (and references
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therein). These dust clouds reveal themselves through
deep, broad, and evolving transits in the star’s light
curves. Such observations have shown transits with
multiple periods ranging from 4.5 to 4.9 hours and tran-
sit duration ranging from ∼3 min to as long as an hour
(Xu et al. 2018, Rappaport et al. 2018 and references
therein). Here, we report CCD optical B pass band pho-
tometric observations of WD 1145+017 taken with the
3.6-m DOT on the night of 22-23 April 2017. Technical
details of the CCD imager used by us are given above
in section 2.1. The data was collected in the 4 × 4 bin-
ning mode with 1-MHz readout frequency (Kumar et
al. 2022). During 5.5 hours of our observations, a total
of 210 continuous frames were acquired. Their expo-
sure times ranged from 70 to 80 seconds. Along with
target field, bias, dark and twilight flat field frames were
also collected for calibration purpose. The basic image
processing of the images was performed using IRAF.

Finding chart of the white dwarf is displayed in Fig-
ure 13. In order to create differential light curves, we
used 4 comparison stars identified as C1, C2, C3 and
C4 in the Figure 13. All comparison stars are ≤ 1 mag-
nitude fainter than the white dwarf. The FWHM of stel-
lar images during our 5.5 hours of observations varied
between 0.′′8 to 1.′′1. The instrumental magnitudes of
the stars were obtained using the DAOPHOT package
(Stetson 1987). In Figure 14, differential magnitudes
of W1145+017 with respect to all comparison stars are
plotted against time of observations in upper 4 panels
and shown with blue colour while differential magni-
tudes of comparison stars C2, C3 and C4 with respect
to C1 are plotted against time of observations in lower 3
panels and shown with red colour. The DAOPHOT (or
signal to noise) errors in our observations are ∼ 0.015
mag. There are no statistically significant variability
observed in the comparison stars during entire period
of our observations. While differential light curves of
WD1145+017 exhibit three dips. They are similar with
respect to all 4 comparison stars. Shape and depth of
first and last dips are similar and separated by ∼ 4.6
hours. Since transit period of the objects revolving
around the white dwarf ranges from 4.5 to 4.9 hours,
both first and last dips of ∼ 20 minute duration corre-
spond to the same orbiting body. It looks similar to dip
A1 as reported by Xu et al. (2018) in Fig. discussing
about their optical observations. Duration of the second
dip is ∼ 80 minutes and light curve is quite complex in
comparison to other two dips. Light curves with sharp
decline and increase with shorter duration may indicate
that orbiting object is solid and small in size while com-
plex and longer duration light curve could be due to
transit of dusty and larger sized body. A deeper analy-
ses and modeling of these observations are in progress.

Figure 13. Finding chart of the WD1145+017 field showing
the four comparison stars and the White Dwarf candidate as
observed with the 3.6m DOT and 4K×4K Imager in B-band.

Figure 14. Differential light curve of WD1145+017 with
respect to all comparison stars are plotted in upper 4 panels
(shown in blue colour) while differential magnitude of
comparison stars C2, C3 and C4 with respect to star C1 are
plotted against time of observations in lower 3 panels (red
colour). Zero time of our ∼ 5.5 hours long observations
corresponds to Julian date 2457866.109 i.e. 14:38:01
Universal time on 22 April 2017.
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Figure 15. K-band image of Sh 2-61 region using the TIRCAM2 (left panel) and 2MASS (right panel) for a 80 × 80 arcsec
square FOV.

Figure 16. K-band image of a stellar profile (left panel), intensity contours (middle panel), and radial profile (right panel)
using the TIRCAM2 on 3.6m DOT. The image profile is a very sharp and is almost circular (ellipticity = 0.02). A circle of
radius 0.46 arcsec (FWHM of PSF) is also shown in the left panel.

Figure 17. (Left panel): Distribution of the FWHM of the stellar sources in the TIRCAM2 field of view. The FWHM varies
from 0.43 to 0.58 arcsec with peak around ∼0.5 arcsec. (Right panel): DAOPHOT error as a function of K-band magnitude.
The source of K ∼18.2 mag is detected in ∼17 min exposure with error ∼0.2 mag (S/N ∼5).
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8. Deep high resolution images of Sh 2-61 in K band
using the TIRCAM2 on 3.6-m DOT

Deep K-band (2.19 µm) photometric observations
of the Sharpless region ‘Sh 2 -161’ 3 (αJ2000 :
18h33m21s, δJ2000 = −04◦58′02′′) were taken during
the night of 2017 May 23 using TIRCAM2 (Naik et
al. 2012; Baug et al. 2018) mounted at the Cassegrain
main port of the 3.6-m DOT. The weather conditions in
these nights were good with a relative humidity of <60
% and the FWHM of the stellar images were ∼0.′′5. The
field of view (FOV) of the TIRCAM2 is ∼86.′′5 × 86.′′5
square with a plate scale of 0.′′167. We took 101 frames
in a dithered pattern around the central region of Sh2
-161 with exposure time of 10 s, i.e. the total exposure
time was ∼17 mins. Dark and sky flats were also taken
during the observations. Sky frame was generated from
the median of the dithered frames.

The basic image processing such as dark/sky sub-
traction and flat-fielding was done using tasks avail-
able within IRAF. Final image was generated by align-
ing and combining the sky subtracted frames and is
shown in the left panel of Fig. 15. For comparison,
we have also shown the 2MASS image of the simi-
lar FOV. Clearly, using TIRCAM2 we can resolve far
more stars than 2MASS and observe dust and gas emis-
sion near the central region of Sh 2-61. In Fig. 16, we
have demonstrated the sharp image quality of the TIR-
CAM2 data as evident from the low ellipticity (∼0.02)
and FHWM (∼0.′′46) of a stellar image. In the left panel
of Fig. 17, we have shown the distribution of FWHM
of the stellar profile in the final image. The distribution
also points towards a good quality image from TIR-
CAM2 as the FWHM varies from 0.′′43 to 0.′′58 with
median ∼ 0.′′5. The Instrumental magnitudes from the
final image were obtained using the DAOPHOT pack-
age. As the region is crowded, we carried out PSF pho-
tometry to get the magnitudes of the stars. Astrome-
try of the stars was done using the Graphical Astron-
omy and Image Analysis Tool4 with an rms noise of
the order of ∼0.′′28. The calibration of the photometry
to the standard system was done using the offset cal-
culated from the 2MASS data. The typical DAOPHOT
errors as a function of corresponding standard magni-
tudes are shown in the right panel of Fig. 17. In total,
405 stars were identified in the central region of the Sh
2-61 with error < 0.2 mag with detection upto K ∼ 18.2
mag. 2MASS has detected only 67 stars in the same
FOV. All these clearly demonstrate the deep and high
resolution imaging capability of TIRCAM2 on 3.6-m
DOT in NIR bands.

3http://galaxymap.org/cat/view/sharpless/61
4http://star-www.dur.ac.uk/ pdraper/gaia/gaia.html

9. Summary and Conclusions

Optical observations of an open cluster NGC 1513, a
galactic globular cluster NGC 4147 and a white dwarf
WD1145+07 and K-band imaging of a star forming re-
gion Sh 2-61 with 3.6m DOT are presented here. These
observations were taken between November 2016 to
May 2017. The main findings of the present analysis
are as follows.

• The GAIA EDR3 proper motion data are used
to identify 106 likely members in the open
star cluster NGC 1513 having mean proper as
µαCosδ = 1.29 ± 0.02 and µδ = −3.74 ± 0.02
mas yr−1.

• Using the two colour diagram, we estimated
reddening E(B − V) as 0.65±0.03 mag to the
NGC 1513. Distance to the cluster is determined
as 1.33 ± 0.10 kpc while age is estimated
as 225 ± 25 Myr by comparing the clus-
ter’s sequence with the theoretical isochrones
of solar metallicity given by Girardi et al. (2000).

• Based on the B, (B − R) CMD of the GAIA
EDR3 proper motion members, We determined
the distance and age of the galactic globular clus-
ter NGC 4147 as 18.2 kpc and 14 Gyr respec-
tively.

• The values of FWHM estimated from images of
stellar sources are expected to be slightly more
than the value of atmospheric seeing prevailing
at the epoch of observations (Sagar et al. 2020).
Atmospheric seeing is λ dependent and varies as
λ−0.2. Observations reported here and earlier by
Sagar et al. (2019, 2020) and recently by Pan-
war et al. (2022) show that at Devasthal, for a
good fraction of observing time, optical to NIR
sky images with sub-arc-sec resolution can be
obtained with the 3.6-m DOT. These good sky
conditions enable deep imaging of stars with de-
tection of B = 24.5 ± 0.2,R = 24.6 ± 0.12 and
V = 25.2 ± 0.2 mag stars in exposure time of
1200, 4320 and 3600 second respectively. The
NIR observations taken with TIRCAM2 show
that stars up to J = 20 ± 0.1,H = 18.8 ± 0.1
and K = 18.2± 0.1 mag can be detected in effec-
tive exposure times of 500, 550 and 1000 second
respectively.

• The modern active optics 3.6-m DOT observing
facilities have started providing good quality of
optical and NIR observations for a number of
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front line Galactic and extra-galactic astrophysi-
cal research problems including optical follow up
of γ-ray, X-ray, UV and radio sources observed
with facilities like GMRT and AstroSat etc. and
optical transients objects like SN and afterglows
of γ-ray bursts and gravitational wave etc. The
telescope has therefore started contributing sig-
nificantly to the growth of our understanding of
Astrophysical jets.
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